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Easy Access to information and 
learning resources in the new normal.



EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY
The Center for Learning and Information Resources (CLIR) exists in support of the teaching, 
research, and extension functions of Malayan Colleges Laguna (MCL). CLIR provides access 
to high quality information resources and services, which supplies the academic needs of the 
students and the faculty members. 

CLIR improved its system by launching Online Services (Book-A-Librarian, Research Consultation,
Online Document Delivery Service, Book Scanning, Plagiarism Checking Service), New 
Resource Subscriptions (Science Direct, Philippine E-Journals, access to Mapua E-Theses), 
and CLIR Liaisons. Also, new titles were added to CLIR’s print books. These advancements 
aid the academic needs of the MCL community. 

Even with the current setting of distance learning, a range of online events (86th National 
Book Week, Online Storytelling, CLIRvia, and Tik-to-CLIRist), and online database trainings 
(Britannica Academic, Wiley Digital Textbooks, Science Direct, and Mendeley) were conducted. 
These events and trainings created opportunities for students to participate and engage in 
the safety of their own homes.  

Future plans are also in the works. CLIR is curating new goals for the next Academic Year as 
they plan to reopen their doors to the MCL community.  

In summary, the Center for Learning and Information Resources aims to achieve the goals 
and objectives of Malayan Colleges Laguna. In the midst of the pandemic, CLIR serves the 
student and faculty members with great effort and diligence. The continued loyalty of the 
MCL community in pursuing excellence, teamwork, and discipline elevates the academic 
system. CLIR holds fast onto its goal: “Easy access to information and learning resources in 
the new normal.”  
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NEW SUBSCRIPTIONS
It has been quite an experience for all of us when it comes to distance learning. Some 
students have started to get used to online classes, Zoom meetings, MS Teams, and maybe 
dozens of Messenger Group Chats. Although many have started to flow with our current 
rhythm, there are still some challenges that students go through during online learning. The 
need for a credible and eligible research source is one of the problems students face with 
distance learning. Not being able to go to the library to study, or research for journals and 
academic publications may have an effect on a student’s output, especially those taking up 
their thesis courses.

Malayan Colleges Laguna’s Center for Learning and Information Resources (MCL CLIR) 
created CLIR’s Online Services, which has been an immense help for faculty members 
and students with their research and academic needs. These online services include: 
Book-A-Librarian, Online Document Delivery Service, CLIR Online Reference Assistant 
(CORA), and social media pages like Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter. And aside from these 
online services, to further help the MCL community in providing reliable information, MCL 
CLIR has now partnered with three online research platforms: Science Direct, The Philippine 
E-Journals, and Mapua E-Theses.  

Last October 16, 2020, MCL and MCL CLIR 
launched its partnership with Science Direct 
for MCL Faculty and students. The students 
can sign in by finding their institution in the 
Science Direct website, and use their MCL 
Live account to access Elsevier services. 
Science Direct provides numerous research 
articles, journals, books, and scientific and 
medical publications. Also, it provides abstract 
to full-text access of more than 24 subject 
areas, which may help students with their 
research and other academic activities. 

On March 25, 2021, the MCL CLIR Facebook 
page launched the availability of the Philippine 
E-journals to MCL Faculty and students. 
Various local academic journals and publications 
from professional organizations and higher 
education institutions can now be easily 
accessed. Through this platform that promotes 
research done by Filipinos under different 
academic disciplines such as Science, 
Engineering, and Humanities, users can 
acquire and share abstracts and journals to 
each other. In addition, this platform can be 
accessed through any device, making research 
more convenient, especially for students. 
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MCL CLIR launched access to Mapúa E-Theses last May 5, 2021, on MCL CLIR’s Facebook 
page. This is available through MCL’s Online Document Delivery Service. In this platform, 
students may fill out a request form to access the copies of e-thesis library resources of 
Mapua, which will be delivered to them via email. Once the document is received, students 
will be able to access the material for a week. 

With the lockdowns still in place, more and more organizations are opting to explore the 
online route. MCL CLIR continues to find new ways in expanding its horizons, and providing 
information and various resources, making research easier and more convenient for the MCL 
community. These advancements are truly something to look forward to, especially as the 
online world has now become our “New Normal”.  
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CLIR ONLINE SERVICES
Hearing this name, you may remember a place where you spent some or most of your spare 
time doing one or even all of the following: borrow or return a book; chill before your next 
class; cram a homework; study for a test; or, if you’re feeling lucky, practice the risky art of 
‘pretending to be awake while your consciousness leaves for dreamland’. Yup, you guessed 
it right: it’s none other than the library itself, referred to by most of Malayans as “CLIR”. This 
time, however, it’s no longer about the air-conditioned rooms full of study tables and physical 
bookshelves, but a website full of functions worth checking out.  

With the string of lockdowns limiting students and faculty 
members to their homes, Malayan Colleges Laguna’s Center for 
Learning and Information Resources (MCL CLIR) initially
launched the CLIR Online Reference Assistant (CORA). This 
service began during the third term of the school year 2019-
2020, just in time for the sudden and inevitable transition to 
distant learning. Just like what the proverb says, “It is better 
to ask than to remain ignorant.” If you’re feeling lost, or have 
concerns and questions regarding CLIR’s resources and 
services, CORA can connect you to a librarian suited 
to give you the answers you need. Feel free to ask them 
anything; just remember to stay on topic and be respectful. 

If you are in need of resources, may it be for a research paper 
you’re writing or just want to practice solving different problems, 
there are some of CLIR’s online services that you are encouraged 
to take advantage of. The Book Scanning Service, as the 
name implies, allows you to get a scanned copy of book
chapters and other printed materials in said library’s collection;
do remember to keep these for personal use only. For resources 
that are already available in e-format like existing thesis and 
journals, you can request access from a librarian through their 
Online Document Delivery Service. However, if the material
you’re looking for isn’t available in CLIR’s collection or you 
wish to share a good database you found yourself, you may 
use  their Recommend-A-Purchase service. All of these are also  
accessible to faculty members, as Library Officer Lady Diana
Mendiola points out, “We can also help faculty with teaching 
online using library resources such as ebooks and digital 
collections.” 

Afraid of unintentionally committing plagiarism but can’t find 
a checker that is both free and reliable? You may find some 
peace using CLIR’s Plagiarism Checking Service, which 
utilizes the Turnitin platform. Whether you are a student writing 
an essay or research paper or an instructor wishing to catch 
dishonest submissions, you may find this service handy. 
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CLIR ONLINE SERVICES
Now, if you’re on the other end of the spectrum wherein you 
already have a borrowed book with you, there are two services 
that may help you. If you’re not ready to part with your book 
yet but do not wish to pay a late fee, there is the Book Renewal 
and Reservation service. In another case, if you’re one of those 
lucky (or unlucky, depending on your situation and perspective) 
enough to have borrowed a book during the last few days of 
the old normal, you may have heard that drop-off and delivery 
are the only options at your disposal when it comes to sending
that probably dusty book home. Of course, don’t just show 
up or send something without informing the receiver; you 
can use their Book Returns online service by filling out a form 
expressing your intention to return a book you’ve borrowed. 

If you are the type of person who enjoys topics related to 
information studies, such as the types and kinds of resources 
there is and what constitutes them, you may be interested in 
CLIR’s Book-A-Librarian online service. “You can schedule a 
session with a librarian to provide guided virtual tours of 
any of our online resources, searching strategies, citation 
managers, and a wide variety of topics,” Ms. Mendiola explains. 

Lastly, those who wish to be updated with happenings and announcements in the library 
as well as acquisition of new resources can take advantage of CLIR’s Current Awareness 
Service. This is easily accessible through MCL CLIR’s official Facebook page: 
(facebook.com/MCL.CLIR)

“CLIR exists in support of the teaching, research and 
extension functions of MCL. Our goal is to maximize the 
accessibility of our resources and provide online research and 
digital learning support. From quick questions to in-depth 
research, we’ll help you get started or connect you to the 
librarian with the right expertise,” Ms. Mendiola assures the 
community. 

In order to further enhance your academic experience, 
espcially in today’s online environment, you can go to their 
website and/or Facebook page:
(clir.mcl.edu.ph/Resources/onlineservices.aspx) 
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CLIR LIAISONS
The library is the ideal place for researching subjects, whether it is finding the book you need 
to report on or gathering references for your thesis.  

The Center for Learning and Information Resources (CLIR) has catered this need by guiding 
students, faculty, and visitors on how to access, identify, and evaluate various resources to 
satisfy their information needs in person. However, in the current state of the world, you 
might think that gathering information as you used to is a distant memory with how most of 
the students and faculty are limited to their homes. 

Don’t worry because CLIR is adapting and continues to surpass the limits of 
the new normal with its launch of CLIR Liaisons last February 9, 2021. Now, you 
might be asking yourself what is a CLIR Liaison and how can it help you?
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Generally, a CLIR Liaison’s goal is to provide instruction, research support, and collection
development for their departments in the following ways: providing library instruction, 
reference assistance, research consultations, bibliographic support, updates on new services, 
and guidance on how to navigate databases effectively and efficiently.  
 
The liaisons are also involved in activities such as developing collections to support the 
teaching, learning, and research needs of the students and faculty, introducing public available 
resources or open access materials for additional reference, serving as the department contact 
person when they have library-related questions, communicating changes in library services 
and resources, and sending announcements about library services and relevant programs or 
events to the community, as well as making sure that CLIR has an expansive database that 
isn’t out of date. 
 
With 115 faculty members who have already participated in their online library orientation, 
CLIR Liaisons are ready to serve remotely. So find and connect with your CLIR Liaison by 
sending a message through the following together with your Name, Program, and your 
concern on Facebook or through our CLIR service account CLIR@mcl.edu.ph. 
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MCL CLIR LAUNCHES

CORA AVATAR

With its one-year anniversary in service, CLIR now launched the official avatar for CORA, 
an elegant character that represents CLIR’s professionalism, accessibility, and dedication to 
service.  

Through CORA, her new avatar, and her slogan “Always 
ready to assist you,” CLIR hopes to reach a wider 
audience with their available services for the MCL 
community.  

Connect with CORA via m.me/MCL.CLIR. 
Online chat is available from Mondays to
Saturdays, 7:00 AM to 5:00 PM. 

Last April 16, 2021 marked the first anniversary of CORA, the CLIR Online Reference Assistant. 
Through CORA, anyone from the MCL community who needs assistance with references or 
library materials may connect easily with the Center for Learning and Information Resources. 

According to feedback from students who have made use of CORA, the service is convenient, 
responsive, approachable, and reliable, to the needs of users, among others. Read the full 
word cloud summarizing student feedback here. 
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MCL CLIR CELEBRATES

AMIDST ONLINE LEARNING SETTING
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MCL CLIR CELEBRATES

AMIDST ONLINE LEARNING SETTING

86TH NATIONAL 
BOOK WEEK
In line with the 86th National Book Week Celebration, Malayan Colleges Laguna’s Center for
Learning and Information Resources (CLIR) held a series of online events, from the 
24th to 28th of November 2020, as well as recognized some supporters and frequenters
of their services. The theme for this year’s commemoration, “Libraries as Catalysts in the 
New Normal Environment: Changes. Reforms. Transformations.”, aims to recognize the 
important role libraries play in the current online learning arrangement.
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Advocating the importance of access to accurate information and source materials
online, especially in the current distance learning setting, trainings for different databases
were held throughout the week. The specific database as well as the guest speaker
for each training are as follows: Britannica Academic by Carmela Rita Virina; Wiley Digital
Textbooks by Rhojelyn Balat; ScienceDirect, and Mendeley, both introduced by Johan Jang
on two consecutive days. The said tutorings were held via Zoom every 1:00 PM, and
were attended by mostly MCL students and faculty members. 

In a one-day event entitled ‘CLIR Stories: An Online Storytelling’, students from grades 1 to 
3 had the opportunity to listen to stories narrated online by storyteller Jay Galang from The 
British School of Manila, last November 27 at 10:00AM. Benefiting students came from the 
following schools: Pulo Elementary School; Latian Elementary School; and Banaybanay 
Elementary School.  

Partners who helped organize the gathering possible are as listed: Ms. Jean Andrea 
Galang from MCL’s Center for Service-Learning and Community Engagement (CSCE) 
and Prof. Christine Joanne Desacado and Prof. Algene De Guzman, along with their 
ENG030 (Writing for Various Purposes), ENG040 (Purposive Communication) and 
HUM014 (Philippine Literature in English) students. Uriel Javier, a Multimedia Arts alumna
of MCL and The Clash Season 3 Top 10 Finalist, was also invited as a guest performer. 

Database Training

Online Storytelling



As the name implies, CLIRvia entailed MCL CLIR posting daily questions for the duration
of the week for participating students to answer. Those who were able to follow the
mechanics and comment the correct answer first were declared as winners. Daily
winners for CLIRvia are as follows: Hannah Isabel Ello (November 24); Danwell
Henry Loriño (November 25); Isabelle Jane Romo (November 26); Patrick Floyd 
Castillo (November 27); and Danella Leine Orella (November 28). The aforementioned
students each received P500 GCash from Britannica Academic and a token from
C&E Publishing. 

MCL CLIR also hosted the Tik-to-CLIRist, which aims to promote the online services and
resources CLIR offers to the MCL community. Participating students were tasked to create 
a 60-second video that is in line with the aforementioned goal and post what they have
created on their Facebook accounts. Danwell Henry Loriño was declared as the grand winner,
winning an Amazon Kindle from Wiley and a special token from Elsevier. Following him are 
Denielle Miel Orella (First Runner-up) and Gabrielle Ann Pahuyo (Second Runner-up). 

CLIRvia

Tik-to-CLIRist
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Special Awards
Aside from annual events, MCL CLIR also grants special awards to its patrons. 

The awards and the winners are as follows: 

Most Number of Attendees in a Book-A-Librarian (BAL) Session
Ms. Mariene Portal (Senior High School Faculty Member)

First to Book a Session for Book-A-Librarian Service (BAL) 
Kristel Allen Santos (B.S. Hospitality Management) 

Prof. Christine Joanne Desacado (College of Arts and Science) 
Prof. Maria Rhodora Austria (E.T. Yuchengco College of Business) 

Top Users 

CLIR Online Reference Assistant (CORA)
Jude Carlos Austria (B.S. Hospitality Management) 

Online Document Delivery Service (ODDS)
Michelle Anne Therese Tagalog (B.S. Chemical Engineering)

CLIR Most Active Patron Award 
Jude Carlos Austria (B.S. Hospitality Management) 

Prof. Christine Joanne Desacado (College of Arts and Science) 
Prof. Algene De Guzman (College of Arts and Science) 

Facebook Liker of the Year
Zymie Pingal (B.S. Chemical Engineering) 
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The 86th National Book Week Awarding Ceremony was held on December 1, 2020 online via 
Facebook Live, celebrating the winners as well as the library’s supporters. The event was 
hosted by B.A. Communication students Karen Morales and Janica Bailon. 

As the week-long celebration wound down, Library Officer Lady Diana Mendiola assured, 
“Although in a distance, we continue to be the bridge of knowledge for the students and 
a pillar that the faculty members can lean on. It has been our mission to serve comfort 
way back when face-to-face classes are still permitted, and we intend to keep it that way 
regardless of the setting and distance.” 

Awarding Ceremony
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REOPENING PLANS

It might occur to you now that CLIR is only able to serve faculty, students, and visitors 
online. With their new reopening plans, they are always planning for the future and working
to provide reliable and helpful information. Here are some activities you may participate in
during the reopening.

In anticipation for the time where students, faculty, and visitors will be able to physically visit 
the library, CLIR is introducing a new seat reservation system, where you can book a seat at 
the library by following these instructions: 1) Book a seat online via MS Bookings in order to 
inform CLIR about your intention to reserve a seat; 2) Send a confirmation via CLIR Online 
Assistant Reference or CORA to make sure about your decision; 3) Check in using the CLIR 
kiosk; 4) Find and make sure your seat is clean; 5) Finally, check out using the CLIR kiosk.

CLIR is proud to announce that they are updating the library with new floor plans 
for the second floor of the Einstein building and third floor of the Rizal building, where 
the library in accordance with the changing times has been modified to accomodate
the needs of the students and faculty, distancing the tables and chairs from each 
other and giving everyone the required space to safely do their business as a 
precaution for the pandemic.

CLIR also plans to enforce a new way to borrow books from the library as they are going to 
use a closed shelves system with the purpose of protecting library material which, by virtue 
of its condition, format, value, subject content or illustration, is subject to damage, mutilation 
or theft on open shelves. You can borrow a book through this method with the following 
steps.  
 
The first step is to log in to Online Public Access Catalog or OPAC which can be accessed
at library.mcl.edu.ph. To key in, input your ID number as your Library Card number and
your first time PIN will be the last four digits of your ID number that you should
change immediately.
 
Now that you have logged into OPAC you can start searching for items by entering keywords, 
subjects, titles, or author names in the search box to narrow down the book you want and 
pressing enter. Afterward, click on the title of your choice to view its bibliographic information 
and place a hold on the book by clicking on the PLACE HOLD button and you’re done. The 
CLIR staff will retrieve the requested materials from the shelves and will send an email once 
the books are ready for pick-up.

Book-A-Seat

Floor Plans

How To Borrow Books
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CORABAL Library
Appreciation

The session was informative. I hope there 
would be more students that can participate.

The orientation was very informative and 
engaging.

I feel like the CORA Chat Service has been 
more than assisting with my concerns. I felt 
encouraged to use CORA more and ask 
whenever I have the need to do so.

Very prompt and reliable.

Very friendly and very easy to approach. The 
service is so helpful that they even helped 
me to find a specific journal or article. Keep 
up the good work!

The chat service is very helpful for us 
students who are doing research.

They respond so fast and they help me to 
access the e-library.

The presenter was well prepared and explain 
each step that can easy to follow.

It’s a very nice idea to create a platform 
where you can search for very good research
material all in one place. So, kudos to 
the people who contributed on this.

I’m happy I get to utilize a platform like 
this that can help me in my online classes 
and research papers in these trying times. 
I wasn’t aware that MCL has given us these 
resources! So it really got me excited

Karen Peach F. Tividad, 5th year - AR

Hannah Isabel L. Ello, Grade 11 - ABM

Gabrielle Ann C. Pahuyo, 2nd year – COMM

Joan Louise Chines L. Cruz, 3rd year – ACT

Reyniel Jansen A. Monteloyola, 5th year – EE

Eloisa Ann B. Manimtim, 4th year

Cate P. Israel, Grade 11 - STEM

Crishen F. Vinzon, 3rd year - ChE

Sophia Vierron P. Tagarda, Grade 11 – ICT

Therese Marie V. Macasaet, 3rd year – COMM

Girard Robin R. San Juan, 5th year - ME

James Samuel A. Judi, 3rd year – ECE

Venice Carmelle B. Velasquez, 4th year – ENVS

Rainie Clarence John C. Cediño, 4th year – ME

Gelly D. Revita, 4th year – ME

Lalaine M. Emboltorio, 4th year - ChE

Paula Mae V. Justado, 5th year - CE

Joaquin Joshua P. Porto, 3rd year – IT

Jansen L. Diaz, 1st year - MarE

Session was very helpful specially we are 
doing our capstone studies this term.

They are always accommodating and 
understanding to the students who are 
not knowledgeable in using online CLIR.

The resource person behind the chat box 
was approachable.

On my experience of CORA chat service, 
all things work properly.

The librarian and staffs are kind and they 
are willing to help.

CLIR is trying their best to help us students 
specially those who are doing their thesis.

The session was very helpful especially to 
the subjects that needs research.

It was helpful that we add up our arsenal in 
researching.

I look forward to utilizing the CLIR online 
facilities for my activities inside and outside 
the school. The powerful utilities it can 
provide could help me excel greatly for my 
goals in MCL.
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